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Introduction and Background

Humans have, historically, never had a
particularly easy relationship with
transformational advances in technology. Take
the printing press, for example. Or the
microscope, lightbulb, telegraph, radio, or
computer (Bell, 2010). In every major industrial
revolution, “technophobic” humans have fought
back against an uprooting of “the way things
should be”, displaying a certain mistrust
towards major advances in technology.

The recent AI revolution is no different. AI has
completely revolutionized the world we live in,
and its applications have integrated themselves into our social media networks, health diagnostic practices,
and even the criminal justice systems. And while realistic text generation algorithms were once considered
almost impossible to build, the elusive jewel of the AI crown, recent advances in machine learning have
expanded the capacities of “Natural Language Processing”. AI-text generators produced by startup OpenAI
like GPT2 and GPT3 (among other language generators) have developed the capability to produce
communications across a wide variety of domains in a way that adheres to grammatical and semantic rules
and that shockingly reaches human levels of intelligibility (Brown et al., 2020).

It is important to note that communication is simply defined as the act of imparting or exchanging
information of any kind (Dictionary.com, 2022). It is not necessary that this communication must be
between two humans - as long as information or sentiment is being exchanged in a given interaction, an
interaction between a human and a computer can also be considered communication.

Now, these AI-text generators have tremendous use case capability in the real world. GPT3 can generate
news articles, summarize papers, translate between languages, produce its own code given a question, write
an original novel, and even generate jokes (Mudumba, 2022). As the scale and power of these models grow,
therefore, their implications and effects on society will continue to explode. Thus, it is crucial that we study
how humans respond and interact to communications delivered by such models.

Interestingly, as the power of GPT3-style models continues to evolve, studies have shown that it is not always
straightforward for people to differentiate between communications produced by a human and



communications produced by an algorithm. In one 2021 study, researchers presented a gender-balanced
set of 30 participants with a random selection of human and machine generated news articles (Tewari et al.,
2021). Each machine generated article was around 400 words in length and was a result of the exact same
GPT2 model settings. After reading each of 12 articles, the participants were asked to summarize the article
and state the following: how credible they thought the article was, how engaging they thought the article was,
what they believed the political leaning of the article was, and whether they thought the article was written
by a human or a computer. In their results, the human-generated articles were correctly identified to have
been written by a human 70% of the time, while machine-generated articles were correctly identified to be
written by a machine only 53% of the time. And while these results suggested that the participants in the
study could more confidently identify human generated articles than they could machine generated articles,
there were a few flaws to the study that might taint the results. Because they were only given two authorship
options to choose between, the participants in the study were aware that around half of the articles they
were presented were written by a machine, which may have biased their view slightly. The small sample size
also makes it difficult to assume these findings generalize over a large population.

Additionally, the 2021 Tewari study showed that participants assigned higher credibility scores to articles
they perceived to be algorithmically-generated. These results are supported by the results of a larger 2017
study measuring participant trust in human-algorithm written articles (Jung et al., 2017). The study took a
two (article authorship: human or algorithm) by two (displayed authorship: human or algorithm) approach
and concluded that participants placed higher trust in articles written by an algorithm than those written by
human journalists. The scope of this study was larger than Tewari, et al., tracking 201 people (103 male and
98 female) recruited from a national online panel with median age 39.6.

Both Tewari et al. and Jung et al. provided participants with news articles that typically covered sports,
finance, and the weather. These genres were chosen because given their objective nature, it was easier to
algorithmically generate such news stories. A side effect of this genre choice, however, is that the studies
didn’t truly test the limits of algorithmically generated news and didn’t truly challenge human perception
because it was the work produced by an algorithm and a human was so similar. Additionally, human
perception of algorithmically-written pieces might have improved in these studies specifically because of
the objective nature of the genres they were operating with - participants might have trusted algorithms to a
greater extent with objective tasks such as information retrieval. This begs the question - does the human
preference for algorithmically-generated content extend to all genders? Or does the genre of the content
affect their perception?

The 2021 study Artificial Intelligence versus Maya Angelou: Experimental Evidence that people cannot
differentiate AI-generated from human-written poetry attempts to answer this question for a more creative
genre - poetry. The study’s results solidified our proposed difference between human perceptions of
algorithmically generated poetry and generated news articles. Researchers at the University of Amsterdam
and Max Planck Institutes analyzed the reactions of 192 participants to various GPT2 or human-generated
poems, measuring their preference for poetry and their accuracy in identifying algorithmically generated
poetry (Köbis & Mossink, 2021). The 192 participants had a mean age of 29.06, and 39.1% of the participants
were female. There was a continued failure by the participants to reliably identify the authorship of the
poetry they were reading - overall, the participants selected the correct author 50.21% of the time, which is
equivalent to random chance. Additionally, when scoring how much they liked the poems, the participants
were found to slightly prefer human-written poetry to algorithmically-generated poetry, even when they



couldn’t identify the source of the poem. Contrary to the author’s hypothesis, however, when informed of
the true authorship of the poems, the participants’ aversion to algorithmically-generated poetry did not
increase from the baseline scores they gave when they were unaware of authorship.

In general, I will study the similarities and differences between human perceptions of and interactions with
communication that is generated algorithmically versus communication that is produced by another
human. More specifically, how does the medium (i.e. content - newspaper article, novel, poetry, jokes, article
summaries, etc) and context (i.e. being aware of authorship) affect whether or not humans are more likely
to trust and have positive responses to AI-generated communication? We can see in the background studies
mentioned above that the genre of communication strongly affects how humans perceive algorithmically
-generated content, and I aim to study the human perception of this content in a genre that is emotionally
charged.

Hypothesis and Experimental Logic

An area of creative communication whose success entirely depends on emotion is that of comedy. Dr. Tim
Miles from the University of Surrey established a link between humor and emotion, stating that emotion
plays “a large part in how well an audience connects and reacts to a comedian, and vice versa” (Miles, 2014).
By analyzing dozens of empirical questionnaires and qualitative interviews with audience members and
comedians alike (including Russell Brand and Robin Williams), he found that a live stand up show fulfills a
need for feelings of truth, trust, empathy and intimacy between people”. Because stand-up comedy is a
performance, he states, “emotional experiences like identification, interaction, empathy, mutual therapy,
well-being and a need for recognition all play an important part”.

Despite this deep reliance on emotion, comedy itself is something that often follows a very successful
formula. Joe Toplyn, a Harvard engineering undergrad and MBA who went on to pivot and become a comedy
writer (eventually becoming head writer for both The Late Show With David Letterman and The Tonight Show
With Jay Leno), has stated that the most successful late-night jokes he wrote followed easy-to-follow
formulas that substituted certain references (people, places, things, etc) to form a punch line (Toplyn, 2021).
Falling back on his engineering background, he created an algorithm, Witscipt, that was trained on a data
set of late night monologue jokes, detecting keywords in a given text and creating a punchline. It takes as
input user text and automatically generates contextual relevant jokes. The ability to automatically generate
jokes is also possessed by more recent AI algorithms, including GPT2 and GPT3 (Floridi, 2020).

The area of comedy is a fascinating place to study human perceptions on communicating with computers.
Despite its heavy reliance on emotion during live standup performance (Woodruff, 1997), a joke is a joke in
any form, and it would be interesting to see how humans perceive jokes written by machines versus
humans.

In this study, I am to analyze the following:
1) Will participants be able to identify the authorship of algorithmically-generated jokes as non-human?
2) If unaware of the true authorship of the jokes they are viewing, do participants show a preference or
aversion to algorithmically-generated jokes?
3) Does perceived authorship of the joke change its perception in a meaningful way from the results of
question 2?



Comedy as a form of communication is admittedly massively diverse (Masterclass, 2021), and even when
limited to written jokes, there exist several types of jokes that one could use to conduct this study (Attardo &
Chabanne, 1992). In this study, we will deal only with written jokes (as opposed to a live, stand-up comedy
performance). In order to cover both short punchline jokes (i.e. “What’s the best thing about Switzerland?” “I
don’t know, but the flag is a big plus.”) and slightly longer jokes with a more elaborate setup, we will include
both in the dataset being used in the study while ensuring that the ratio of long to short jokes is balanced
for both human-written and algorithmically-generated content.

My hypothesis is that participants will not be able to consistently and accurately identify the authorship of
algorithmically-generated jokes. Additionally, I hypothesize that although the ratings for
algorithmically-generated jokes will be slightly lower than human-written jokes when the participants are
not informed of true authorship, this disparity will not increase when the treatment is applied and the
participants are made aware of authorship.

As technology has evolved, human ability to differentiate between algorithmically generated content and
human generated content - otherwise called the Turing Test (Turing, 1950) - has decreased significantly. A
majority of factual/narrative content produced by GPT2 and GPT3 passes the Turing Test (Elkins & Chun,
2020), which is why I hypothesize that participants will not be able to consistently and accurately identify the
authorship of algorithmically-generated jokes.

My hypothesis that the disparity between algorithmically-generated and human-written joke ratings will not
increase when true authorship is revealed is partly based on the Köbis & Mossink 2021 poetry paper.
Although one’s instinct is to assume that humans would strongly prefer human-written content to
algorithmically-generated content, in a field as fundamentally based on emotional communication as
poetry, the authors didn’t find a massive drop in ratings of algorithmically generated content when the
author was revealed, and I predict that similar phenomena will occur in the genre of comedy.

Methods

My proposed experimental design would study a few related research questions. We would start with a
group of around 300 participants, balanced for both gender and age (as younger participants might be
more comfortable with technology). We would need a large sample size to overcome any personal biases
with regards to humor, as comedy can be a very personally subjective form of communication (Ziv, 1979).
They would complete a pre-questionnaire with questions that gave us information on (among other things,
as to not tip them off to the exact nature of the study) their race, age, familiarity with technology,
preferences for humor, etc. We would produce a large set of both human generated jokes from late night
television monologues and AI-generated jokes from Witscript, or another joke-generating algorithm
(perhaps GPT3). Human and computer generated jokes would be paired by topic, as to not allow the topic to
bias a response.

In order to answer my three main questions, I will design my experiments as follows.

In the first experiment, half of the participants would hear the human written joke, while the other half
would hear the AI generated joke (both narrated by humans). They would then note down their rating of the
joke on a scale of 1 to 10. They would then be asked to guess who the joke was written by from a list of



options - pro-comedian, amateur comedian, not a comedian, AI - this list attempts to make the task of
detecting AI less obvious.

This experiment will allow us to answer both questions 1 and 2. Because participants are first hearing a joke
(without any context of authorship) and then both rating the jokes on a standard scale and guessing the
authorship of the joke, we will be able to measure any statistically significant patterns in their underlying
preference for algorithmically-generated or human-written jokes. We will also be able to measure how often
participants can guess the correct authorship of a joke. Interestingly, we can also use this experiment to
measure how a participant’s perceived beliefs on joke authorship affect how they rate a joke. It would be
significant, for instance, if a participant consistently gives jokes they believe to be algorithmically generated
higher ratings than jokes they believe to be human-written, even if they are incorrect about the source of
the authorship.

In the second experiment, we will solidify our answer to this last question by building a two (true
authorship: algorithm and human) by two (publicized authorship: algorithm and human) experiment. As in
Experiment 1, participants will be read jokes and asked to rate them on a standard scale.  The experiment
would be run on new participants with the same jokes, for uniformity.

As one can see in the table above, this results in 4 main cases. In case 1, the joke is actually algorithmically
-generated, and participants are told as such. In case 2, the joke is written by a human, but the participants
are told that it is algorithmically-generated. In case 3, the joke is algorithmically-generated, but participants
are told that it was written by a human. In case 4, the joke is written by a human, and participants are told
as such. By analyzing the differences in average participant joke ratings between each of the cases, we can
get a lot of valuable information. By comparing cases 1 and 2, as well as cases 3 and 4 (in essence
comparing cases where the publicized authorship is constant but the true authorship is altered), we can see
whether or not participants have innate preferences for jokes written by algorithms or humans. The results
of this comparison will provide backing and support to some of the results from Experiment 1. By
comparing cases 1 and 3, as well as cases 2 and 4 (in essence comparing cases where the true authorship is
constant but the publicized authorship is altered), we can see how a participant’s perceived beliefs on joke
authorship affect how they rate a joke. Again, this will support and validate some results from the second
part of Experiment 1.



By analyzing these results on a very large sample size, hopefully we will be able to get one step closer to
understanding whether or not people perceive communication differently based on its source, and how that
perception can change in different types of mediums.

Implications of Hypothesized Results and Discussion

In the first part of Experiment 1, we asked participants to guess the authorship of a joke between the choices
of “pro-comedian”, “amateur comedian”, “not a comedian”, and “AI”. When analyzing our results, we will
add all guesses for “pro-comedian”, “amateur comedian”, and “not a comedian” into a large “human”
category. I hypothesize that the overall participant accuracy in correctly guessing the authorship between
human and algorithm will be around 50%, meaning that participants are not able to differentiate between
the two. This would suggest that GPT2 and GPT3 have passed the Turing Test when it comes to comedic
material, and, in a global capacity, has implications both ethically and with regards to communication. As
language generation algorithms infiltrate more of our daily lives, if they are able to go undistinguished
from human-generated content, we must perform large amounts of research and use abundant caution
when analyzing how they impact our society and the way we communicate with each other. Additionally, if
algorithmically-generated jokes are receiving similar ratings to human-written ones, we have to question
what it means to be creative in communication.

Some alternative results to this part of the experiment could be as follows: 1) participants have a high
accuracy in correctly identifying the authorship of both algorithmically and human generated jokes (which
would imply that the algorithms have not yet passed the Turing Test and even though they are
technologically novel, at this moment in time they will not deeply affect the way we communicate), 2)
participants have a high accuracy in correctly identifying the authorship of algorithmically generated jokes
but not human written jokes (which means participants classify most jokes as being written by algorithms),
and 3) participants have a high accuracy in correctly identifying the authorship of human written jokes but
not algorithmically generated jokes (which means participants classify most jokes as being written by
humans).

In the second part of Experiment 1, we measured participants’ rating of jokes on a standard scale. My
hypothesized result is that there will be a slight, but not overly large, overall preference towards jokes
written by humans. This would imply that perhaps, in a form of communication as hit-or-miss as humor
(Rosenbusch et al., 2022), people are more picky and technology hasn’t yet reached the potential of being
able to completely replicate the abilities of humans. This also suggests that when we communicate, humans
have high standards for humor. The completely subjective nature of humor means that everyone will find
different things funny, but in general, it is still very difficult to make someone laugh (Attardo & Raskin,
1991; Bogdan, 2014). This is an important finding in the study of communication because it implies that
unlike in several other genres and mediums of communication, humor can fail in its communicative goals
a majority of the time. A 1986 article suggested that all successful forms of humor communication involves
some sort of “buy in” on the part of the listener - a form of investment in what the speaker is saying (i.e.
listening, investing in, and comprehending the “setup” of the joke in order to truly understand and
appreciate the punchline”. These findings would suggest that humans are more skilled at writing jokes that
inherently deliver that sense of “buy in” than algorithms can (at this present point in time). This speaks to
the “outgoing” part of communication - how humans write and communicate with others - instead of
perception.



My hypothesized results for Experiment 2 are shown in the plot below. The case numbers from the table
above are included here for consistency. As we can see, the average scores for jokes actually authored by
humans are just slightly higher than the average scores for jokes actually authored by algorithms. There is
not a significant difference, however, between the ratings of jokes publicized to be written by humans versus
those publicized to be written by algorithms.

These findings would support the fact that participants inherently prefer jokes written by humans, which we
found above in the results of part 2 of Experiment 1. (Note that this is different from passing the Turing
Test, which simply asks participants to identify whether content is produced by a human or algorithm. It is
possible that participants couldn’t explicitly identify a joke as written by an algorithm but still have a slight
preference ratings-wise for human-written jokes).
There is also not a large drop in ratings when participants find out that a joke is written by an algorithm
instead of a human. From this, we could conclude that people value the content of a joke more than who
wrote it - or, in simpler words, “a joke is a joke”. This would be a very notable conclusion in the study of
communication: in short-form punchline-based comedy, people lend more importance to the content of the
communication instead of the source of the communication. Based on the aforementioned concept of
emotional “buy in”, these findings would suggest that short-form comedy requires less of an emotional
connection between people in order to be successful in communication, and this principle could be applied
to a whole host of situations. In a business context, for example, or when meeting new people, this
implication suggests that telling a short-form joke might instantly make you more likable and improve the
efficiency of future communication - very little emotional connection is required beforehand to make the



joke successful, and it is a good way to set up a good rapport with those you aim to communicate with.
Additionally, while algorithms might not be able to replicate the high quality of human-written humor yet,
when they do reach that level, these results would imply that people would be comfortable hearing jokes
written by the algorithms just as long as they are as good, despite the authorship. This could lead to late
night monologue jokes being written by algorithms, features on dating apps and messaging platforms to
automatically come up with a good joke given some context, and even mental health platforms that use
humor to diffuse complicated situations.

A 2019 study found that most people have a greater aversion to algorithms carrying out “emotional” tasks
than they do to algorithms carrying out “mechanical” tasks (Castelo et al., 2019), and this hypothesized
result would suggest that people view short-form “punchline-based” jokes as less emotionally intensive as
other forms of comedy and/or communication. This helps contribute to our understanding of how people
interact with various types of comedy, and helps solidify the notion that humor is one of the most diverse
and fickle forms of communication.

To my knowledge, this is the first study to study human perception of algorithmically generated comedy
content. It is crucial to understand how humans communicate, interact with, and perceive
algorithmically-generated content as it becomes more commonplace in our society. Working to understand
this human-computer communication dynamic will be important to develop more efficient policies to
ensure the positive impact of AI. We have seen in the last decade or so just how deeply algorithms can rock
the core of how humans communicate with one another (via social media, etc.), and studying the way people
interact with algorithmically-generated humor is just one step in the ongoing effort to understand what
factors contribute to aversion to algorithmic decision-making and generation across various domains.

Future Work

In the future, I’d like to conduct studies that take into account more demographic information about
participants, and analyze how the backgrounds of participants affect their aversion to algorithmically
generated content of different genres. Factors including socioeconomic status (Scherer & Siddiq, 2019),
cultural background (Scott, 2019)  levels of education (Yu, 2021; Riddell & Song, 2012), rural or urban
residency (Haggstrom et al., 2019), and age (Kennedy & Funk, 2022) all have strong effects on how one
interacts with technology, and so it would be interesting to analyze how members of these different
demographics perform in the above experiments. More generally, it would be interesting to analyze how
one’s personal background leads one to be more or less trusting and open to new technologies, and
specifically how it leads one to be receptive to algorithmically-generated content in genres that are
commonly thought to require human creativity, including comedy.

Additionally, I’d like to extend this study to include standup comedy, which scientists agree is a more
emotionally-charged form of comedy than short-form written comedy. Replicating the above experiments
but having participants watch standup clips instead of listening to a joke would allow us to understand how
humans communicate with humor in an in-person, vocal context. The setup for this experiment would be
significantly more involved, however, as the researchers will have to record hundreds of standup clips.
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